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In , for example, Miami officials tried to prevent the Cuban dance band Los Van Van from performing in the
city. On April 30, , a new virtual theme[ definition needed ] was introduced to the show with new graphics and
music. June 11,  Those changes also did not last long. Once released, many of these former inmates find it
difficult to reenter the workforce and often end up back in prison. Paul Kangas 's last broadcast for Nightly
Business Report was on December 31, , ending a year run. The program also announced the complete closing
of its Chicago bureau, leaving it with staff reporters only in New York and Washington, D. January Learn how
and when to remove this template message The themes and bumper music[ definition needed ] that were used
from January 22, to January 1, were composed by Edd Kalehoff , also known for themes on other television
series and game shows. Tavis Smiley talks with Judge Wendy Lindley, the designer of a "one-stop shop"
assistance program aimed at rehabilitating repeat offenders. That role is not always scandal-tainted -- publicly
traded companies have been running prisons here in the U. Rodney Ward from Linda O'Bryon in , [9] serving
as executive editor and senior vice president through  For a time, he was working with an undercover narcotics
unit. This section does not cite any sources. Notably missing from both nights â€” Latin America policy.
Moore followed the turbulent relationship of two grief-stricken fathers whose daughters' senseless murders
sparked the political firestorm of three-strikes legislation and media frenzy that would change the face of
criminal justice in America. Four hours of debate in Miami â€” the gateway to the Americas â€” and not a
mention of Cuba, Venezuela or Nicaragua what the Trump administration has called the "troika of tyranny".
The sale was first proposed in February. On the site, you can find a reprint of "Building a Prison Economy in
Rural America," a chapter from a book on mass incarceration. The company was the first to have medical
marijuana dispensaries in the state, and now has the most. January  They were against Los Van Van and
considered the group loyal to the communist government. July 29, PBS. As part of the "Work in Progress"
special, NBR Washington Bureau Chief Darren Gersh visits Louisiana to see what one state is doing to break
the cycle of incarceration by easing prisoners' reentry to free society. More often than not they are homeless,
mentally ill, drug and alcohol abusers, or just someone in need of assistance to get their lives back on track.
Prior to co-anchoring Nightly Business Report, he was host and managing editor of the nationally syndicated
financial television program First Business. A number of public television stations supplemented the
program's newsgathering efforts by serving as "bureaus" for the program. On March 4, , another new set of
graphics was introduced, yet the theme music remained the same. Along with an update to the graphics and
presentation, the theme was updated on November 18, and was used until January 1,  The longest-running
theme, also composed by Kalehoff, was used from January 4, to November 15,  December 19, Tavis Smiley
Show: Interview with Superior Court Judge Wendy Lindley The vast majority of those who now clog our
crowded courts and prisons are not hardcore criminals. And millions of dollars are being generated by the
medical marijuana industry in Florida, but few banks want the money. It has bought dispensaries in California
and Massachusetts, and announced the purchase of a Connecticut dispensary this month. Prison Policy
Initiative This organization aggressively lobbies for prison reform and has detailed information on how U.
Unsourced material may be challenged and removed. As a result, anchor Tom Hudson and many other
correspondents were laid off, and the show's Miami studios were shut down as well. Census figures are
distorted by counting people in prisons. He works in post-production as a film colorist. Visit the "Prison
Town, USA" page for an interview with the filmmakers and a list of some of the new prisons that have opened
in the U. Starting in January 22, , NBR launched on public stations around the country. Gary Ferrell also
departed the company at this time. The film reveals the controversy behind laws of this kind and examines
how the two men most responsible for "Three Strikes" went from being fervent allies to bitter rivals. But all of
it comes with cash that the banking industry is reluctant to touch. CBD is showing up in ice cream, gummy
bears and cocktails, but the state says the products are illegal.


